
WRECKED!

Southern Region Expeditions Officer Alison Mayor
revisits a versatile wreck off the coast of the Isle 
of Wight that is easy to reach and easy to dive

The
Maggie

he MV Margaret Smith,
affectionately known as the Maggie,
is a brilliant early wreck dive as it is
still very recognisable as a ship, lying
on its side. One of the most recent

wrecks in the Solent, the Maggie remains
very intact in a maximum of 16m of water
and is a haven for a variety of marine life.
The wreck is not large at 43m long and
with a beam of 6.5m but there is lots on
offer. This is a good site for early dives
following initial training and also, with 
the opportunity for easy and relatively
safe penetration into her hold, it is ideal
for Skill Development Courses such as
the Wreck Appreciation course. The
depth and position make this a good
second dive option.

The Maggie is very easy to find. Just 
a short boat trip from Lymington in
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LOCATION: Near Yarmouth, Isle of Wight

DEPTH: 16m 

VISIBILITY: Variable

VAbove left to right: Edib
le crab

and lobster lurk in the s
hadows

TBelow: Exploring the bow area

RAbove: Encrusted ropes still hang on the port side of the hull
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Essentials
DEPTH RANGE:This is an easy dive at max
depth of only 12-16m, the top of the wreck
is around 6-9m.
FINDING THE WRECK:GPS coordinates 
50 42.962ºN 001 28.136ºW (WGS84). The
Maggie is just a short distance from
Lymington, one mile east of Yarmouth
harbour. There is a permanent buoy on site
and the wreck is easy to locate by echo
sounder because she stands proud of the
seabed by almost 7m. The wreck lies 
45°-225°, bow to the west.
TIDAL INFORMATION:There are strong
currents in the Solent, so it’s best to dive on
neaps to maximise slack water time; the
wreck does offer some shelter from tide
and current, as it lies across the tide.
GAS:Lymington and the surrounding area
is not well served by dive centres and gas is
not available locally so if you come for a
weekend you should bring plenty of
cylinders. The closest air and nitrox is at Tal
Scuba and Shooting, Fairmile Road,
Christchurch, Dorset (01202 473 030,
www.shootingandscuba.co.uk).
RIB LAUNCHING:Slipways are available at
Lymington, Calshot, Warsash and also
Yarmouth on the Isle of Wight.
ACCOMMODATION:The New Forest and
the Isle of Wight have plenty of
accommodation to suit all budgets.
Campers should contact the Forestry
Commission for local campsites. Durlston
House, Gosport Street, Lymington, has
good parking suitable for large groups,
packed meals can be arranged in lieu of
breakfast for early starts (01590 677 364,
www.durlstonhouse.co.uk). Jevington, 47
Waterford Lane, Lymington is very close to

the Lymington boat marina pick up (01590
672 148, email: jevingtonbb@lineone.net)
FOOD:The local pub / restaurant the
Mayflower is a great place for a ‘second
slack’ and is only 100m from the slipway /
pontoon at Lymington
(www.themayflowerlymington.co.uk).
BLOWN OUT: If all diving is cancelled, take a
day trip on the Lymington ferry to the Isle of
Wight to visit the Shipwreck Museum. The
museum has thousands of artefacts from
many ships wrecked around the Isle of
Wight over hundreds of years
(www.iowight.com/shipwrecks)
CHARTER BOATS:Wight Spirit is available
for charter in the area (07833 610 623,
www.wightspirit.co.uk). Skipper Dave
Wendes has published books about
shipwrecks off this coast.

WRECKED!

sheltered waters near Yarmouth, Isle of
Wight, the wreck is marked by a permanent
buoy installed by the New Forest National
Park Authority a couple of years ago.
Dropping in to the water at the buoy, follow
the chain down to the shingle seabed 12 
to 16m below the surface. Generally the
bottom of the chain is only a couple of
metres away from the wreck and other than
in very poor visibility you should be able 
to see the wreck immediately. If you cannot
see the wreck, head south.

Maggie lies on her starboard side across
the tide, with her bows at 225° pointing
west. The most interesting features are
along the decks and into the cargo hold.
Our tour begins at the bottom of the chain,
which is positioned about a third of the way
along the wreck from the stern. Facing the
deck, heading east will take you to the
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VUAbove and below: 
The stern of the Maggie 
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stern section where you will find the
rudder in place but not the propeller which
has been salvaged. In this area, look out for
congers sharing their home with a number
of good-sized prawns.

Moving forward a metre or two above
the seabed, make your way along the
wreck passing the deck equipment and
funnel as you go. Watch out for the lobster
pot ropes and fishing lines that have
become entangled around some parts 

of the wreck. In this area you will see 
remains of the funnel, lifeboat davits 
and wheelhouse. The various pipes and
ventilation shafts are home to large ballan
and inquisitive goldsinney wrasse constantly
meandering their way through the various
dark holes of the wreck. On the underside
of the protruding deck equipment and
structures you will find clusters of pretty
white anemones and brightly coloured
yellow sponges.

As you approach the hold you will
notice, on the gravel seabed, the ship’s
remaining cargo, which spilled out from
the hold when she capsized. The empty
hold provides a relatively safe opportunity
to dive in an overhead environment,
although care must be taken to ensure that
divers do not become disorientated in poor
conditions. That said this is not an issue in
good light and normal conditions as the
hold is completely open. Lurking inside g
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RAbove left to right: The cargo hold is
cracked; a loading pipe stands proud of the
superstructure; hornwrack and anemone

UBelow: Discovering the port side anchor



WRECKED!
you will find various crabs and

crustaceans hiding away. The floor is
covered with delicate hydroids, bryozoans
and sponges. Darting around on the
shingle outside are pretty little painted
gobies, quick to investigate the disturbance
caused by lightly moving your finger
among the stones. There are several
abandoned lobster pots in the area.

Once you have explored the hold and
surrounding seabed, continue forward
towards the bow where you notice a
shallow scour in the gravel. I have often
seen lobsters of varying sizes skulking
around in the darkness here. The bow area
is frequently shrouded by a large shoal of
bib or pouting, which circle around and
weave into the doors and openings of the
structure. Ballan wrasse patrol the wreck,
emerging from its shelter to observe visiting
divers before they hurriedly disappear as you
get close. These fish, with their beautiful
markings often of blue and red, are quite
timid but have a curiosity about divers that
can be quite entertaining.

On the bow deck there is a large winch
and the base of the mast structure. Along
the port side you can see the square
opening from which the anchor would have
been deployed. Coming up a couple of
metres to the bow itself you can view the
ship’s keel and port side. Although this part
of the wreck is not as interesting structurally,
it’s worth a look here to spot the marine life
such as native oysters, prawns and
nudibranchs such as the larger sea lemon.
Travelling along the upper edge of the port
side and heading back down to the stern
will give the diver the option to get a good
view of either side of the wreck and to spot
anything of interest. It’s also a good way 
of completing a safety stop before making
your way back to the chain and surfacing 
at the buoy. 
www.southseasubaqua.org.uk.
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A workhorse goes down
The 330-tonne collier MV Margaret Smith was built in 1943. It’s supposed to be unlucky to
change a ship’s name, so the Maggie certainly rode her luck with a total of seven different
names during her 35-year history. Originally called the Empire Reaper, she was briefly
requisitioned by the Ministry of War and Transport during the Second World War. In 1947
she was renamed Browning and later in 1949 she was renamed Moreton Corbet.
Changing hands again in 1953, she was the Lerryn and in 1964 she was renamed Pen
Adur when she was converted to a sand carrier and moved from Cornwall to
Southampton. In 1969, known as Sand Wren, she was bought by the South Coast Shipping
Company of Southampton. Finally, in 1973 she was renamed Margaret Smith and
purchased by Bowen & Caine also of Southampton.
On 28 June 1978, MV Margaret Smith was heading for Cowes with a cargo of gravel

when in heavy seas her cargo shifted and she developed a starboard list. Following the
dramatic rescue of her crew by a SAR helicopter from Lee on Solent, she capsized and
drifted south-west on the tide. The local tug Calshot towed her to Yarmouth where she
was secured to a local mooring and sank.
Today the wreck is regularly dived by local BSAC dive clubs such as Wight Dolphins 

and Calshot Divers and also by charter services operating out of Lymington.
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PRight: The lower deck access 

TBelow left: The capstan winch is
home to a colony of anemones


